HEARSAY
Lee Robinson

“This book by a funny, smart feminist and former divorce lawyer is a delight to read. Her poems are poignant, as in the opening sonnet for her mother, and richly empathic throughout with the situations of other women. Is it possible to be satiric, yet tender? See “Work,” where the lives of the first-year English teacher, the nighttime cleaner “in her blue uniform” and the lawyer “in her little cage/ of suit and stockings” combine to teach us that “guilt is what we breathe,” “Black and White is everything” and “love is ever ingenious.” Nor are these all. Robinson is wise and witty, a rare combination that makes for something rarer still—a confident first book.”—Maxine Kumin

“They reach to the core, the wise and witty poems of Robinson’s fine first collection. Hearsay offers clear-handed testimony that no reader can afford to dismiss.”—Wendy Barker

“One is persuaded by these poems because they are full of the world and alive within the senses. You enter into them, and they enter into you, and for that period of cohabitation, you find yourself changed. . . .”—Robert Wrigley
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